
Understanding Migraines: How Long Do They
Typically Last?

Migraines are not just severe headaches; they're a complex neurological condition that can
significantly impact a person's quality of life. If you're one of the millions who experience
migraines, you may wonder: how long does migraine last? In this guide, we'll explore the
duration of migraines and what factors can influence their length.

1. The Phases of a Migraine

A migraine typically progresses through four distinct phases:

Prodrome Phase: This can occur hours or even days before the actual headache.
Symptoms may include mood changes, food cravings, and increased thirst.

Aura Phase (Not Experienced by Everyone): About one in four migraine sufferers
experience this phase, which involves visual disturbances, such as flashing lights or blind
spots. It usually lasts for about 20 minutes to an hour.

Headache Phase: This is the most intense phase and is what most people commonly
associate with a migraine. It can last anywhere from 4 to 72 hours if left untreated.

Postdrome Phase: Often referred to as the "migraine hangover," this phase can leave
individuals feeling drained and fatigued for up to 24 hours after the headache subsides.
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2. Duration of the Headache Phase

The duration of the headache phase is a key aspect of a migraine. Here's a breakdown:

Short-lasting Migraines: Some individuals experience migraines that last less than 4 hours.
These are often referred to as "episodic migraines."

Moderate-duration Migraines: These migraines typically last between 4 and 72 hours. This
is the most common duration for migraine headaches.

Prolonged Migraines: In some cases, a migraine can persist for more than 72 hours. This
is known as a "status migrainosus" and requires immediate medical attention.

3. Factors That Influence Migraine Duration

Several factors can influence how long a migraine lasts:

Treatment: The effectiveness of treatment can significantly impact the duration of a
migraine. Early intervention with medications or other therapies can help shorten the
headache phase.

Trigger Management: Identifying and avoiding triggers, such as certain foods, stressors, or
environmental factors, can reduce the likelihood and severity of migraines.

Individual Variation: Migraines are highly individualistic. What works for one person may
not work for another, and the duration of migraines can vary widely from person to person.

4. Seeking Medical Attention

While most migraines are manageable at home, there are instances where seeking medical
attention is crucial:

Status Migrainosus: If a migraine lasts longer than 72 hours, it's considered a medical
emergency and requires immediate treatment.

Sudden Changes in Migraine Patterns: If the frequency, severity, or duration of your
migraines suddenly changes, it's important to consult a healthcare professional.

Conclusion



While the duration of a migraine can vary, it's important to remember that there is no
one-size-fits-all answer. Understanding the phases of a migraine and the factors that
influence its duration can empower individuals to manage their condition more effectively.


